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Abstract. The theory of alternate stable states provides an explanation for rapid ecosystem
degradation, yielding important implications for ecosystem conservation and restoration.
However, utilizing this theory to initiate transitions from degraded to desired ecosystem states
remains a significant challenge. Applications of the alternative stable states framework may
currently be impeded by a mismatch between local-scale driving processes and landscape-scale
emergent system transitions. We show how nucleation theory provides an elegant bridge
between local-scale positive feedback mechanisms and landscape-scale transitions between
alternate stable ecosystem states. Geometrical principles can be used to derive a critical patch
radius: a spatially explicit, local description of an unstable equilibrium point. This insight can
be used to derive an optimal patch size that minimizes the cost of restoration, and to provide a
framework to measure the resilience of desired ecosystem states to the synergistic effects of dis-
turbance and environmental change.

Key words: alternative stable states; critical patch size; critical radius; hysteresis; nucleation; plant–soil
feedbacks; positive feedbacks; spatial dynamics.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last decades, the concept of alternate stable
states has become a leading framework for understand-
ing abrupt changes in ecosystem structure and function
due to anthropogenic disturbance. Ecological systems
may exhibit alternative stable states when ecological pro-
cesses create reinforcing positive feedbacks (Scheffer
et al. 2001, Suding et al. 2004, Bever et al. 2012, K�efi
et al. 2016). Empirically confirming the existence of
alternate stable states is challenging (Knowlton 2004,
Schr€oder et al. 2005, Mason et al. 2007). However, when
an alternative state exists, ecosystems are vulnerable to
abrupt transitions when perturbations push systems
beyond critical thresholds (Scheffer and Carpenter 2003,
Scheffer et al. 2012). Of particular concern are transi-
tions that result in degraded ecosystems. Once a system
has transitioned to such an alternative state, positive

feedbacks can inhibit recovery to the original state
(Fig. 1; Suding et al. 2004, K�efi et al. 2016). Specifically,
transitions between alternate stable states are character-
ized by hysteretic dynamics (e.g., Carpenter 2001), and
as a result restorative practices that simply try to recre-
ate historic environmental conditions may be insufficient
(Suding et al. 2004, Byers et al. 2006). In this case, re-
establishing functional ecosystems requires overcoming
resistance thresholds. Despite the conceptual utility pre-
sented by the alternate stable states framework, it has
offered few tangible strategies that lower resistance
thresholds. Therefore, intentionally shifting a degraded
landscape toward a desired alternative stable state
remains a considerable challenge.
Application of the alternative stable states framework

may be impeded by the mismatch between the spatial
scales of conceptualization and implementation. Tradi-
tional applications of the alternative stable states models
assume mean field dynamics: well-mixed systems where
abrupt changes are driven by ecosystem-scale processes.
However, in many ecosystems, the processes that gener-
ate positive feedback occur at relatively small spatial
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scales (Wilson and Agnew 1992, Rietkerk et al. 2004).
These local-scale positive feedbacks can qualitatively dif-
fer from mean field dynamics (Durrett and Levin 1994,
Molofsky et al. 2001, Molofsky and Bever 2002, Epp-
stein et al. 2006, Vandermeer and Yitbarek 2012). This
may fundamentally alter the nature of resistance thresh-
olds and, therefore, the likelihood of transition between
alternative stable states. Consistent with this expectation,
previous studies have demonstrated that state transitions
differ between mean-field and spatially explicit model
systems (Bel et al. 2012, van de Leemput et al. 2015,
2018). We suggest that these changes in transition behav-
ior can be understood through the analysis of patch size
dynamics.
Specifically, one can consider perturbing a degraded

ecosystem by introducing a single patch of the desired

state (Figs. 1 and 2). Here, the desired patch is also an
alternate stable state for the ecosystem as a whole. The
subsequent dynamics of this patch will be determined by
local-scale positive feedback. On one hand, it is possible
that the patch will decrease in size at accelerating rates,
and eventually disappear. On the other hand, it is possi-
ble that the patch will increase in size, until it covers the
entire ecosystem. This deterministic spread of the
desired state may occur even when its overall abundance
is below the threshold level for the system as a whole. In
this latter case, the introduced patch functions as a
nucleus that initiates a process of autocatalytic expan-
sion of the desired state into the degraded landscape,
where the autocatalytic process is driven by a local-scale
positive feedback. In this paper, we refer to this phe-
nomenon as nucleation. From our definition of

(a)

(c)

(b)
(B)

(C)

(A)

FIG. 1. The challenge created by transitions between alternative stable states is often presented generically as a dependence of a
state variable on an environmental parameter (e.g., Suding et al. 2004). In the left-side panel, solid lines represent stable equilibria
and the dotted line represents unstable equilibria. For low values of the environmental parameter, represented here by the blue line,
the system will be stably maintained at the high value equilibrium. If the environment is perturbed past E2, then the system col-
lapses to a lower equilibrium, represented by the green line. Recovery in a mean field model requires reducing the environment
below E1, which can be difficult. However, when the positive feedback dynamic generating the alternative stable states occurs at a
local scale, it is possible that the spatial configuration of a state patch can facilitate system recovery. The panels on the right illus-
trate this potential. Where one equilibrium is possible [e.g., (a) and (c)], the system of mixed states will go to that equilibria regard-
less of the spatial configuration of the state patches. However, for intermediate values of the environmental parameter where two
stable equilibria are possible, represented by point (b), a system will go to high or low equilibria values depending upon the initial
proportion of the two patch types and the structure of those patch types. The single critical patch size of blue state is more likely to
nucleate the transition to blue equilibrium.
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nucleation, it follows that we specifically focus on
ecosystems that exhibit alternate stable states that are
spatially uniform, and result from a positive feedback
that occurs on a local scale. In this, nucleation theory
provides an elegant bridge between local-scale positive
feedback mechanisms and landscape-scale transitions
between alternate stable ecosystem states that can be
strategically leveraged to lower resistance thresholds and
promote ecological recovery.
Our definition comprises a specific application of

nucleation theory that was originally developed in physi-
cal chemistry. This theory describes phase transitions of
materials, such as droplets forming through condensa-
tion of a vapor, or solids forming through crystallization
of a liquid (e.g., Lothe and Pound 1962, Oxtoby 1992).
In these processes, droplets or crystals can expand when
they exceed a critical size, above which further growth
reduces the total free energy in the system (Oxtoby
1992). Previous ecological studies have employed nucle-
ation concepts to address a range of topics from theoret-
ical inquiries, to applied ecological challenges. For
instance, theoretical investigations have used nucleation
theory to describe the effects of patch size on plant com-
petition and invasion dynamics (Gandhi et al. 1999,
Korniss and Caraco 2005, Allstadt et al. 2007). These
examples, however, are relegated to demographic pres-
sure and competitive dominance, with less emphasis on
positive feedback dynamics described by nucleation the-
ory. Similarly, studies that seek out nucleation theory to
address restoration barriers also tend to focus on vegeta-
tion patch size and demographic pressure. These studies
advocate focal areas of recovery, or “restoration islands.”
In this, they seek to identify the minimum patch size
needed to promote patch integrity and successful demo-
graphic dispersal needed for ecosystem recovery over
time (Corbin and Holl 2012, Corbin et al. 2016). Like
the theoretical applications of nucleation theory in

ecology, these applied techniques focus on patch size
and shifting demographic concentrations, with little
attention given to local positive feedback mechanisms.
Therefore, the process of nucleation is yet to be generi-
cally described and empirically tested in an ecological
context.
Our aim is to unite the frameworks of alternate stable

states and nucleation theory as a useful means to engage
ecological theory and facilitate ecosystem recovery. We
define the necessary conditions for nucleation to occur
in ecological systems and differentiate it from other
related types of dynamical processes such as the modula-
tion of resource availability by ecosystem engineers. We
then describe these conditions within a tangible qualita-
tive model that we use to identify the critical patch size
necessary to initiate transitions in ecological systems
through the process of nucleation. Here we include a
description of the potential for nucleation across a vari-
ety of systems. Finally, we discuss the differences
between nucleation dynamics and mean field models
with respect to alternative stable states, highlighting
implications for ecological resilience and the prospects
and challenges for nucleation-facilitated restoration of
degraded ecosystems. By focusing on local interactions
that can initialize an autocatalytic process that spreads
in space, application of nucleation theory provides a
promising way forward to boost our knowledge of how
to restore ecosystems that have experienced a catas-
trophic ecosystem shift between alternative stable states.

CONDITIONS FOR NUCLEATION IN ECOLOGICAL SYSTEMS

Nucleation requires that an introduced patch: (1) gen-
erates local-scale positive feedback, (2) diffusively
spreads through local-scale dispersal, and (3) produces
continuous habitable space in at least two dimensions.
The introduced patch may be comprised of a single type

0

0.5

1

0

0.5

1

0

0.3

1

(a) (b) (c) 

FIG. 2. The qualitative dynamics of local-scale positive feedback is represented. Blue denotes one of the alternative stable states.
The shape and size of the blue state are depicted as a blue patch, with the critical proportion of the blue state depicted in relation-
ship to the green state, represented by the green square. The yellow circle represents the local interaction neighborhood, that is the
area over which the positive feedback dynamic is generated. The yellow arrows describe the direction of change over time for a par-
ticular point on the edge of the patch. In the case of the majority rule (i.e., when the critical proportion is equal to 0.5) concave
edges expand and convex edges contract. This results in irregular shapes in (a) becoming more circular as presented in (b). Circular
patches can only contract in the case of majority rule (b). However, these patches can expand when the critical proportion is lower
than 0.5, as presented in (c), thereby initiating nucleation. Patches expand because their perceived proportion at the edge of the
patch is greater than the critical proportion.
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of organism, or two or more different types of organisms
whose interactions aggregate the local-scale positive
feedback. These characteristics distinguish nucleation
from other ecological concepts that drive ecosystem
change, including biological actors such as ecosystem
engineers. We illustrate this difference by drawing upon
the classic example of the beaver. Beavers have become
an iconic symbol of how an organism can drive land-
scape-level change (Jones et al. 1994, Wright et al. 2002,
Wright and Jones 2006). However, they do not initiate
nucleation for several reasons. First, although it is well
known that beavers do create habitats that benefit them-
selves, a positive feedback process, they also exert strong
negative density dependence through local-scale
resource depletion. This zone of depleted resources cen-
tered around the beaver dam inhibits continuous spread,
thereby violating the second criteria for nucleation.
Lastly, the beaver’s exploitable environment is in a single
dimension, the linear habitat of the stream or river. As
such, classic ecosystem engineers like the beaver do not
create a habitat patch that fulfills the three conditions
for nucleation.
These three conditions highlight that nucleation is a

spatial process resulting from local-scale positive feed-
back dynamics. We can explain how these positive feed-
backs link nucleation to the alternate stable states
framework, specifically as they relate to the unstable
equilibrium. A key feature of the alternate stable state
framework, the unstable equilibrium separates the basins
of attraction of the two stable states. Here, a stable
state’s basin of attraction refers to the set of ecosystem
states that will develop autogenically toward this state
(Lewontin 1969). For a given environmental condition, a
transition towards an alternate stable state may be trig-
gered by a perturbation that moves the system from one
basin of attraction to another (Scheffer et al. 2001).
Alternatively, a gradual change in environmental condi-
tions may change the position of the unstable equilib-
rium point, and hence the sizes of the basins of
attraction. With sufficient change, the basin of attraction
of one stable state may vanish completely, triggering the
transition towards the alternate stable state (Scheffer
et al. 2001). Given the importance of the position of the
unstable equilibrium, unification of the alternative stable
states’ framework with nucleation requires a proper defi-
nition of the unstable equilibrium point that is both spa-
tially explicit, and at the local spatial scale at which
nucleation occurs. The definition of the critical patch
size fulfills these requirements.
To demonstrate, we consider a simple two-plant spe-

cies competition framework in which interspecific com-
petition is stronger than intraspecific competition. In
well-mixed systems, these interactions can create positive
feedback that will exclude one of the plant species (e.g.,
Neuhauser and Pacala 1999). Which plant species gets
excluded depends on initial conditions, meaning that
both monocultures are alternative stable states. The
basins of attraction of these states are then separated by

an unstable equilibrium (e.g., Bolker et al. 2003). When
the position of this unstable equilibrium is set at equal
proportions, 0.5–0.5, that is to say, both plants occupy
half the system, the mean field dynamics follow a simple
majority rule. However, these mean field dynamics do
not accurately describe the interactions in space. For
example, individual plants will only interact with a lim-
ited number of other plants, such as within their root
zone or the extent of their canopy. From here, we refer
to this zone of interaction surrounding each plant as the
local interaction neighborhood. If competition between
the two plant species occurs at the scale of this local
interaction neighborhood, then positive feedback occurs
locally as well. This will generate monotypic patches out
of an initially random spatial arrangement. The interiors
of monospecific patches are fixed at the locally domi-
nant state, but edges of patches can be dynamic (Molof-
sky et al. 2001, Molofsky and Bever 2002). The direction
of net movement of the edge will depend upon its curva-
ture. This is because the curvature determines the per-
ceived proportion, that is the relative number of patch
members that occur within the local interaction neigh-
borhood. In the simple case of majority rule, edges will
move in the direction of concave to convex resulting in
circular patches (Fig. 2a). Subsequently, with majority
rule, circular patches always collapse to extinction
(Fig. 2b).
However, two factors can modify this outcome: the

position of the system’s unstable equilibrium, and the
size of the local interaction neighborhood. If the posi-
tion of the system’s unstable equilibrium occurs at
unequal proportions, this means that the unstable equi-
librium proportion for one plant species is larger than
0.5, whereas for the other plant species, it is smaller than
0.5. From here, we refer to a species’ proportion associ-
ated with the unstable equilibrium point as the critical
proportion. Importantly, a species with a critical propor-
tion below 0.5 can potentially initiate nucleation. Suc-
cessful nucleation requires that the perceived proportion
at the edge of the patch is greater than the critical pro-
portion. When this condition for the perceived propor-
tion for nucleation is met, circular patches will expand
or collapse depending on patch size relative to the size of
the local interaction neighborhood (Fig. 2c). In this
way, the mean field description of the unstable equilib-
rium translates to a critical patch size of a circular patch
in a spatial context (Fig. 3, Box 1). Patches larger than
the critical patch size will expand, whereas patches smal-
ler than the critical patch size will collapse (Fig. 3,
Box 1). For circular patches, the critical patch size is
characterized by a critical patch radius, which can be
easily obtained from geometrical principles (Fig. 3,
Box 1). These insights robustly predict that the critical
patch size needed to catalyze autogenic spread increases
as the critical proportion approaches 0.5–0.5, and with
increasing size of the local interaction neighborhood
(Fig. 3, Box 1). Given these conditions, we can identify
systems in which nucleation may apply and describe the
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specific mechanisms with the potential to drive nucle-
ation dynamics.

A NUCLEATION CASE STUDY: POSITIVE PLANT–SOIL FEED-

BACK

Positive plant–soil feedback is a likely mechanism
driving nucleation in terrestrial ecosystems. These feed-
backs can be generated between plants that differ in
their mutualistic fungal associations (Bever et al. 2012).
For instance, in forest systems, most tree species associ-
ate with either arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AM) fungi
or ecto-mycorrhizal (EM) fungi. Because the densities of
these two fungal guilds change with tree community

composition, trees that associate with AM fungi will do
better when germinating near other trees that host these
fungi as compared to trees that associate with EM fungi,
and vice versa (Kadowaki et al. 2018). This positive
feedback dynamic can result in alternative stable states
of AM or EM dominated forests (e.g., McGuire 2007,
Corrales et al. 2016, Lu and Hedin 2019). As mycor-
rhizal fungi disperse locally, the benefits of sharing a
fungal guild occur on a local scale (Dickie et al. 2005,
McGuire 2007) relative to the large continuous land-
scapes that they occupy. This system, then, meets the
three criteria for nucleation in that it demonstrates local-
scale positive feedback, local dispersal and creating spa-
tially continuous habitable space in two dimensions.
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FIG. 3. Illustration of nucleation theory as mathematically described in Box 1. (a) As patch size determines edge curvature, and
edge curvature determines the perceived proportion, there is a direct relationship between patch size and perceived proportion. (b)
Communities structured by positive feedbacks (Box 1; Eqs. 2 and 3), Molofsky et al. 2001, Molofsky and Bever 2002) are character-
ized by an unstable internal equilibrium. In case of a simple majority rule (dashed lines, an = ar = b = 0.5, cn = 0.5, cr = 0.5), circu-
lar patches will go extinct, as the perceived density will never exceed 0.5 (a). However, when the internal equilibrium is shifted to a
lower critical proportion for the patch (full lines, an = ar = b = 0.5, cn = 0.3, cr = 0.7) there is a critical radius above which patches
will expand. (c) Numerical simulations showing patch dynamics, starting from different initial sizes. Patches with a radius below the
critical radius go extinct, whereas patches above the critical radius expand. (d) Snapshots of the numerical simulations of nucleation
shown in panel (c).
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Box 1. A qualitative nucleation model for ecology

Nucleation across a variety of systems can be described by a relatively simple mathematical model. Standard
trigonomic identities (e.g., Allstadt et al. 2007) can relate the size of a patch to its perceived proportion at the
patch edge. Here, perceived proportion, qp, refers to the relative number of patch members that occur within the
local interaction neighborhood. Therefore, the size of the local interaction neighborhood describes the relevant
interaction scale for the patch. We assume that both patches and local interaction neighborhoods are circular
with radii R and r, respectively. As such, the perceived proportion can be described by

qp ¼
R
r

� �2

for R� r
2

(1a)

qp ¼
2R2 arccos 1� r2

2R2

� �
þ 2r2 arccos r

2R

� �� r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4R2 � r2

p

2pr2
for R� r

2
: (1b)

When the patch is much larger than the local interaction neighborhood, the intersection between the patch
edge and the local interaction neighborhood approaches a straight line. Hence, the perceived proportion asymp-
totically approaches 0.5 with increasing patch size. However, Eq. 1 reveal that for small patch sizes, the perceived
proportion depends substantially on patch size. Differences in perceived proportion can drive the outcome of
competition in communities structured by local-scale positive feedbacks (Molofsky et al. 2001, Molofsky and
Bever 2002, Eppstein et al. 2006). Here, we consider that such positive feedbacks may arise from positive effects
of the patch and resident communities on their own fitness (Molofsky et al. 2001):

Hn ¼ an þ b Fn � cnð Þ (2a)

Hr ¼ ar þ b Fr � crð Þ: (2b)

here Hn and Hr indicate fitness of the patch and resident community, and Fn and Fj indicate their proportions
within the local interaction neighborhood. Parameters a and b determine the strength of positive density depen-
dence. The parameters cn and cr determine the critical threshold densities above which communities reinforce
their own growth. In a spatial context, colonization of a location by the patch is then given by (Molofsky et al.
2001)

Pn ¼ HnFn

HnFn þHrFr
: (3)

For this model, there is an unstable equilibrium point, which defines the critical proportion for the patch. This
critical proportion can be written as

qcrit ¼
ar þ b 1� crð Þ

an þ ar þ b 2� cn � crð Þ : (4)

Eq. 4 shows that for an = ar, qcrit ¼ 0:5 when cn = cr, and the equilibrium point will shift to lower values for
qcrit, meaning that it can induce nucleation, when ci < cr. When assuming that the mechanisms generating local
positive feedback develop over faster timescales than dispersal and colonization, Eqs. (3) and (4) indicate deter-
ministically which species will occupy a location in the next generation (e.g., Colasanti and Grime 1993). Com-
bining the above insights, we can derive a critical radial patch size, Rcrit, at which the perceived proportion at the
patch edge exceeds the critical proportion needed to exclude the resident community at this location. Under these
conditions nucleation occurs and the patch expands in space. When the critical proportion is below 25%, the per-
ceived proportion at the edge of a patch with the critical radius is described by Eq. 1a. Under these conditions,
the critical radius Rcrit is described by

Rcrit ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qcrit

p
r (5)

in which qcrit is the critical proportion. If we combine Eqs. 4 and 5, we can write the critical radius as a func-
tion of the competition model parameters:
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Therefore, patches of EM trees or AM trees with their
respective mycorrhizal fungi could potentially initiate
nucleation. To date, we do not have empirical estimates
of the unstable equilibrium point, which is needed to
infer a critical patch size for this system.
Positive plant–soil feedback can be also be generated

between plants that benefit from mycorrhizal fungi and
those that do not (Stinson et al. 2006, Vogelsang and
Bever 2009). This dynamic can drive transitions between

high quality and degraded states in grasslands. Native
grasslands of the central plains of North America are
dominated by late-successional plant species that are
highly dependent upon beneficial AM fungi (Wilson and
Hartnett 1998, Koziol and Bever 2015). Following large-
scale disturbance such as those related to agricultural
practices, degraded grasslands are dominated by non-
native and early successional native plant species that do
not rely on AM fungi (Koziol and Bever 2015, Bauer

Rcrit ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ar þ b 1� crð Þ
an þ ar þ b 2� cn � crð Þ

s
r: (6)

When the critical proportion is above 25%, the perceived proportion at the edge of a patch with the critical
radius is described by Eq. 1b. As this equation includes inverse trigonometric functions, the above procedure
does not yield a general, analytic expression for Rcrit (although approximate expressions for specific conditions,
such as r << Rcrit may be obtained; Allstadt et al. 2007). However, for a given ecological parameter setting, one
can obtain cFn (Eq. 4), and setting qp= cFn , the corresponding value for Rcrit can be easily obtained numerically
(Fig. 3a). For example, for the parameter set an = ar = b = 0.5, cn = 0.3, cr = 0.7, we obtain cFn = 0.433, which
yields Rcrit = 1.607r. Further study of this system using deterministic numerical simulations confirms that the
patch is excluded when introduced in patches smaller than this critical size. In contrast, the patch expands in
space when it is introduced in patches exceeding the critical size. Consistent with nucleation, we find that when
the initial patch approaches the critical radius Rcrit the patch edge is nearly stable, leading to a (initially) slow
exclusion process when R is slightly smaller than Rcrit, and a (initially) slow expansion process when R is slightly
larger than Rcrit. Therefore, we expect that patch sizes needed for recovering systems can be estimated from the
size of the local interaction neighborhood, r.

Box 2. Using nucleation to overcome barriers to restoration

Ecosystem restoration efforts are typically constrained by funding resources and/or the availability of suitable
propagule sources (Clewell and Rieger 1997). However, theory suggests that recovery of ecosystems that have
degraded to an alternative stable state will require substantial efforts due to hysteretic dynamics (Suding et al.
2004). Here we illustrate how utilizing nucleation to reintroduce desired species or communities may solve both
issues simultaneously. Using the model presented in Box 1, we represent the extent of environmental stress expe-
rienced with the parameter ai. Lower values of ai represent higher levels of stress, and thus the higher the thresh-
old the desired species or community needs to surpass for successful (re-)invasion of the ecosystem. In a
degraded system that experiences high levels of environmental stress, restoration efforts may combine reduction
in environmental stress with the (re-)introduction of desired species. Effective restoration may be achieved by
striking an optimal balance between both types of efforts (Byers et al. 2006). Utilizing nucleation can drastically
increase the efficiency of restoration, as critical thresholds only need to be exceeded at the patch scale rather than
the landscape scale. Specifically, patches of sufficient size will expand over the landscape through an autocatalytic
process. When the desired species or community is introduced as a patch, much smaller reductions in stress levels
are needed to ensure recovery to the desired state as compared to introducing the same number of propagules
randomly in space (Fig. 5b). The larger the patch, the smaller the required reduction in environmental stress,
although this effect saturates relatively quickly with increasing patch size (Fig. 5b,c). This relatively quickly satu-
rating effect can be understood by the relationship between patch size and the perceived proportion, which
increases steeply between R = 0.25r and R = r (Fig. 5a). In contrast, the number of propagules needed to intro-
duce a patch within a degraded ecosystem increases monotonically (and quadratically) with patch size radius
(Fig. 5c). The optimal restoration strategy will also depend on site-specific cost of reducing stress and the cost
functions for the number of propagules introduced, which may be nonlinear themselves (e.g., Byers et al. 2006,
Epanchin-Niell and Hastings 2010). However, these considerations reveal a robust prediction, in that successful
intervention (i.e., minimizing the cumulative effort to reduce stress and introduce patches) can be achieved when
introducing patches of intermediate size (Fig. 5c).
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et al. 2017). Positive plant–soil feedback can be gener-
ated when the more responsive plants to AM fungi are
also the best hosts for these fungi (Bever 1999, Umban-
howar and McCann 2005); experimental work confirms
this pattern in this grassland system (Bauer et al. 2015,
Koziol and Bever 2019). Consistent with this dynamic,
degraded grasslands can be resistant to the reestablish-
ment of late-successional native plant species because of
the disruption of these mutualisms. However, restoration
success can be improved by reintroduction of responsive
late-successional plant species paired with the AM fungi
with which they grow best (Middleton et al. 2015, Koziol
and Bever 2017, Koziol et al. 2018). This grassland
example also meets the criteria for nucleation in that: (1)
there is positive feedback at a local scale, that is, the
extent of the rooting zone of grassland plant species
(Middleton and Bever 2012, Koziol and Bever 2019); (2)
the plant and fungal species disperse locally (Middleton
and Bever 2012, Middleton et al. 2015); and (3) North
American grasslands frequently consist of a mosaic of
monotypic patches in either early successional or later
successional stages, suggesting that either type can create
and maintain continuous habitable space (e.g., Collins
1990).
As noted above, reintroduction of late successional

species into degraded grasslands might be accelerated
through nucleation, in cases where the critical propor-
tion is below 0.5 (Fig. 3, see also Boxes 1 and 2). Indeed,
greenhouse studies suggest that a critical proportion of
late-successional plant species is as low as 0.1 (Koziol
and Bever 2019). In cases where the critical proportion is
below 0.25, the critical radius is described by (Box 1)

Rcrit ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qcrit

p
r

in which qcrit is the critical proportion of late succes-
sional plant species, and r is the radius of the local inter-
action neighborhood. Based on grassland species root
systems and observations of beneficial AM fungi spread
in this system, we estimate the interaction radius at ~0.5
to 2 m (Middleton and Bever 2012, Middleton et al.
2015), which suggests a range for the critical radius
between1=

ffiffiffiffiffi
40

p
= 0.16 and

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=5

p ¼ 0:63 m. These esti-
mates highlight the feasibility of introducing late succes-
sional patches (e.g., through microcosm transplants)
that are large enough to initiate nucleation; however, the
predictions of rates of spread based on patch size have
not yet been fully tested.

POTENTIAL FOR NUCLEATION DYNAMICS IN OTHER SYSTEMS

Previous studies suggest that the necessary conditions
for nucleation may be met in a variety of ecosystems
(Table 1). These systems range from the aforementioned
grasslands and forests, but also include salt marsh, tem-
perate bogs and estuaries. These studies vary in the
degree to which they test the patch size dynamics. We
include examples that collectively demonstrate a

diversity of local positive feedback mechanisms capable
of catalyzing nucleation. Additionally, we highlight the
surprising ways in which nucleation may structure
ecosystems through organism behavior and across spa-
tial scales.
A dynamic example of potential nucleation can be

seen in salt marsh systems along the east coast of the
United States. These systems are traditionally structured
by Spartina alterniflora, a wetland plant that promotes
benthic invertebrate diversity, sediment deposition,
nutrient retention and organic matter accumulation
(Craft et al. 2003). However, climate-related drought
stress followed by increased salinity has resulted in
denuded mudflats (Angelini et al. 2016), or monocul-
tures of long-lived, salt-tolerant perennials that exclude
important plant species that structure these landscapes
(Angelini and Silliman 2012). The resilience and recov-
ery of these salt marsh systems may depend on the facul-
tative relationship between S. alterniflora and the mussel
Geukensia demissa. Although S. alterniflora enhances
settlement substrate and provides nutritional resources
for G. demissa, this mussel can increase soil water storage
and reduce porewater salinity stress (Silliman et al. 2015,
Angelini et al. 2016, Derksen-Hooijberg et al. 2018).
When both are present, the local positive feedback gen-
erated by S. alterniflora and G. demissa can result in
drought-resistant patches (Silliman et al. 2015, Angelini
et al. 2016, Derksen-Hooijberg et al. 2018), and when
initiated together, can result in clonal outgrowth of S.
alterniflora (Silliman et al. 2015, Derksen-Hooijberg
et al. 2018). As gleaned from the conditions for nucle-
ation, it may be that these benefits are only realized
when patches reach a critical size. Angelini and Silliman
(2012)showed that small patches of S. alterniflora (<1
m2) were further degraded under drought stress, and
large patches (>20 m2) were able to persist despite biotic
inhibition. In turn, large patches were then able to
recover and expand when drought conditions were
relaxed (Angelini and Silliman 2012). Although further
studies are needed, large patches may enable the positive
feedback generated by S. alterniflora and G. demissa to
overcome drought and salinity thresholds, initiating
nucleation. Although these findings highlight the impor-
tance of patch size, the difference between small and lar-
ger patches was quite large. Further work identifying the
critical patch size at which S. alterniflora is both resilient
and capable of regenerating should be explored if nucle-
ation is to be used as a viable means to mediate recovery.
Indications of nucleation dynamics can also be found

within temperate bogs. These ecological systems have
been subjected to anthropogenic disturbances including
drainage for fuel and farmland. Remnant bogs are typi-
cally comprised of a mosaic of wetter, lower productive
areas called hollows, and dryer, more productive areas
called hummocks (Belyea and Clymo 2001, Eppinga
et al., 2008, Eppinga et al., 2009a,b). Rewetting of
degraded bogs may restore hollow vegetation including
species such as Sphagnum cuspidatum and S. fallax but
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this strategy has proven rather ineffective in restoring
hummock vegetation including species such as S. rubel-
lum and S. fuscum (Robroek et al. 2009a). In temperate
bogs in Ireland and Estonia, Robroek et al. (2009c)
tested the viability of these hummock species when

introduced as circular transplants of different sizes
within a matrix of bog vegetation dominated by other
species. They found that small transplants (patch radius
r = 0.035 m) substantially declined in the 3 yr following
transplantation, whereas larger transplants (patch radius

TABLE 1. The potential for nucleation in different types of systems. Positive feedback mechanisms describe general processes
related to autogenic spread. The critical patch size was identified to the extent that there is evidence for one in the literature.
Measures of nucleation include variables from the literature that were either suggested or used to measure success. Specific
research needs for the given systems are identified.

Habitat Organism(s)
Positive feedback

mechanism
Critical patch
size estimate

Measures of
nucleation Research needs References

Grassland Plant–microbe Biological
mutualism

Unknown Patch expansion,
plant growth,
density, species
richness

Determine critical
radius for grassland
type which may also
depend on plant-
microbe host
combination.
Explore field
implementation,
survival and spread
of the nucleator.

Middleton
et al. (2015);
Koziol and
Bever (2019)

Forest Plant–microbe Biological
mutualism

Unknown Patch expansion,
plant growth,
density, species
richness

Determine critical
radius for forest type
which may also depend
on plant-microbe host
combination. Explore
field implementation,
survival and spread of
the nucleator.

Dickie et al.
(2005);
McGuire
(2007)

Temperate
bog

Sphagnum sp. Biotic
manipulation
of abiotic
factors

Yes Patch expansion,
plant growth,
diversity, shifts
in hydraulic
properties

Potential other plants as
nucleators. In addition
to hydrology, further
exploration of how
nucleators manipulate
other abiotic factors
such as nutrient
dynamics.

Robroek et al.
(2007);
Robroek
et al. (2009b)

Salt marsh Spartina
alterniflora
and Geukensia
demissa
association

Biological
association,
potential
mutualism

Yes Patch expansion,
plant growth,
shoot density,
presence of
mussels

Refinement of the critical
radius with and without
associated muscles are
warranted and should
also be examined with
regards to abiotic stress
factors such as drought
severity and salinity.

Silliman et al.
(2015);
Angelini
et al. (2016);
Derksen-
Hooijberg
et al. (2018)

Estuary Zostera sp. Biotic
manipulation
of abiotic
factors

Yes Patch expansion,
increased
biomass,
sediment and
nutrient accrual

Determine the critical
radius. Because
Zostera sp. may be
particularly sensitive
to stress gradients it is
important to understand
anthropogenic
disturbances may affect
the critical radius.

Moore and
Hovel (2010);
Maxwell
et al. (2017)

Invasive in
North
America

Lymantria
dispar

Allee effect Unknown Patch expansion To prevent invasive
organism expansion,
identify the critical
radius and need
patch reduction efforts.

Taylor and
Hastings
(2004);
Vercken et al.
(2011)

Forest Animal
dispersal,
asymmetric
competition
between trees
and grasses

Unknown Unknown Patch expansion,
plant growth,
density, species
richness

Refinement of the positive
feedback mechanism and
the associated organisms.
These mechanisms should
be examined with the
three conditions of
nucleation in mind to
confirm the potential
mechanism of nucleation.

Corbin and
Holl (2012);
Corbin et al.
(2016)
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r = 0.07 m) increased in size (Robroek et al. 2009b).
Additional measurements suggest that within the larger
transplants, hummock vegetation is able to modify the
local microhydrology in a way that favors its own growth
(Robroek et al., 2007, 2009b). This notion is consistent
with a wider range of observations suggesting positive
feedbacks between local abiotic conditions and the
growth of different bog vegetation types (see Eppinga
et al. 2009b for a review). As the recovery of temperate
bogs requires the presence of viable hummocks and hol-
lows, nucleation through the introduction of appropri-
ately sized hummock transplants provides a promising
mechanism to reinstate the underlining characteristics of
these systems (Robroek et al. 2009a).
The previous examples focused on positive feedback

mechanisms involving plant species, but similar mecha-
nisms can operate with other organisms, such as animal
species experiencing Allee effects (Allee 1931, Cour-
champ et al. 1999). Although the implications of Allee
effects are thoroughly understood for well-mixed popu-
lations, as described by mean field dynamics, their impli-
cations for spatially distributed populations are less well
understood (Vercken et al. 2011). The European gypsy
moth Lymantria dispar has become invasive in the east-
ern United States. In this nonnative range, mate-finding
failure below a critical population density threshold has
been identified as a main mechanism inducing an Allee
effect within invasive gypsy moth populations (Robinet
et al. 2008, Tobin et al. 2009). Vercken et al. (2011)
found that persistence of gypsy moth populations was
positively associated with invaded area patch size; an
effect that could be separated from attendant effects of
location and gypsy moth density. More generally, for
invasive species experiencing Allee effects, it has been
suggested that preventing nucleation, that is, reducing
patches to a size below the critical patch size rather than
complete eradication, provides a means to maximize the
effectiveness of an eradication effort (Taylor and Hast-
ings 2004, 2005).
The gypsy moth example illustrates that nucleation

dynamics can occur at the landscape scale. It is possible
that systems experiencing alternative stable states at a
landscape scale may in turn exhibit nucleation dynamics
at very large scales. For example, localized ecological
interactions in coffee plantations can have landscape-
scale consequences. Here insect predators have been
shown to exhibit hysteresis at the level of control of cof-
fee pests (Perfecto et al. 2014, Vandermeer et al. 2014).
In this system, control of coffee rust is provided by a
predatory fungus (the white halo fungus), which also
consumes the green coffee scale. The green coffee scale is
mutualistically tended by ants. This mutualism initiates
a positive feedback that generates alternative stable
states of high and low coffee rust levels, even though all
four species are present in both stable states (Vander-
meer et al. 2014). Because these dynamics are mediated
by relatively mobile insects and aerially dispersed fungi,
the spatial scale of the trophic dynamics generating the

positive feedback can be large. As such, the relevant
scale to consider nucleation processes may be on the
regional scale. Landscape modeling may be necessary to
test whether pest outbreaks on a few neighboring coffee
farms could trigger a nucleation event that flip coffee
farms from low to high pest levels across a region. Such
a finding could open up strategies for managing coffee
rust outbreaks on a regional scale through the initiation
of nucleation to reverse outbreaks.

INFERENCES FROM NUCLEATION DYNAMICS FOR ECOLOGI-

CAL SYSTEMS

For ecological systems that are amenable to nucle-
ation, we note qualitative differences in their potential
dynamics from what is expected from mean field models
of alternate stable states. In this, nucleation is relevant to
both the resilience to collapse of the desired state and
ecosystem recovery. In particular, nucleation dynamics
will interact with different regions of mean field hystere-
sis to alter ecosystem response to environmental forcing
(Fig. 4). Environmental forcing can shift the basin of
attraction, thereby altering the unstable equilibrium
point between alternative stable states. This will have
subsequent effects on both the critical proportion and
critical patch size of a system. Specifically, as we identi-
fied a critical proportion of less than 0.5 is necessary for
nucleation, environmental forcing that alters the critical
proportion will have important implications for the out-
comes of alternative stable states. With this understand-
ing, we can identify a region in which nucleation
accelerates ecosystem collapse relative to that expected
by mean field dynamics, and a region in which nucle-
ation will accelerate restoration (Fig. 4). We discuss the
implications of these issues separately, as well as how
nucleation may inform efforts to identify spatial indica-
tors of resilience.

Nucleation and ecosystem resilience

Nucleation dynamics provides a mechanistic reason to
expect a synergism at the risk of catastrophic collapse
induced by environmental forcing and anthropogenic
disturbance. In mean field theory, environmental forcing
can gradually decrease the basin of attraction of the cur-
rent ecosystem state (Fig. 1; Scheffer et al. 2001). Under
the suitable environmental conditions for the current
state, its basin of attraction may be substantially larger
than that of the alternative stable state (Fig. 1). Nucle-
ation predicts that landscapes whose critical proportion
is less than 0.5 will be more resilient to disturbance, here
defined as forced reversal of states. A corollary of this
result is that in the absence of disturbance, landscapes of
nucleating patches will tend to be dominated by the state
with the lowest critical proportion and the smallest criti-
cal patch size. Consistent with this expectation, we have
estimated that late successional grassland communities,
which eventually dominate the central plains of North
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America, have a small critical patch size. We illustrate
the high resilience of such a system to disturbance in
Fig. 4. If local positive feedback dynamics are sensitive
to environmental forcing, then the critical proportion of
the dominant state will increase. A landscape governed
by a continuous expanse of the original dominant state
will be resilient to this environmental forcing even as the
critical proportion increases past 0.5 (Fig. 4a–c). How-
ever, once the critical proportion is greater than 0.5, the
collapse of the system will depend upon the geometric
arrangement of that disturbance. Specifically, large
patches of disturbance can initiate nucleation that will
lead to collapse of the dominant state (Fig. 4d). This
patch size dependence has been previously noted in spa-
tially explicit simulations (van de Leemput et al. 2018).
Our work identifies a mechanistic reason for this result.
We see evidence of this mechanism at work in the cen-

tral plains of North America where elevated CO2, com-
bined with anthropogenic fire suppression may
disproportionately advantage woody plant species (Mor-
gan et al. 2007, Bond and Midgley 2012, Ratajczak et al.
2014, Miller et al. 2017), and as a result, increase the
critical proportion of late successional grassland com-
munities. Once established, these woody plant species
can create heterogenous patches across the landscape at
the expense of grassland species (Ratajczak et al. 2017b).
Reinstating historical fire regimes to reverse woody plant
encroachment are often met with mixed results. This has
been attributed in part to woody plant patch dynamics
that promote resilience of the degraded state (Ratajczak
et al., 2017a,b). Although a critical patch size for woody
encroachment in these grasslands has not been identi-
fied, it is important to note that Ratajczak et al. (2017b)
observed both an acceleration of woody plant encroach-
ment and the persistence of several large woody patches
after fire was reinstated to the landscape. This suggests
that a critical patch size may have facilitated woody
plant establishment and persistence. Further work
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FIG. 4. In regions of alternative stable states, shown in the
panels on the left, nucleation may promote ecosystem collapse
[region (B)], or facilitate ecosystem recovery [region (A)]. These
outcomes associated with these two regions depend on whether

environmental forcing pushes the system above or below the
critical proportion of 0.5, and the spatial dynamics of the dis-
turbance. In this figure we consider the critical proportion from
the perspective of the blue state. When the blue state is domi-
nant and the critical proportion remains below 0.5 in the pres-
ence of environmental forcing, the blue state will quickly
recover from both small (a) and large (c) patches of disturbance,
here represented by the green state. However, should environ-
mental forcing increase the critical proportion for the blue state
above 0.5, the resilience of the blue state will depend on the
patch size of the disturbance. Although the blue state can still
recover from small patches of disturbance (b), it will collapse
when the disturbance is large (d). When the green state is domi-
nant, recovery of the blue state is only possible when the critical
proportion is below 0.5 and disturbance generated by the blue
state is large (g). However, if environmental forcing raises the
critical proportion of the blue state above 0.5, large patches of
the blue state will no longer be able to initiate ecosystem recov-
ery and the system will collapse back to the green state (h). In
this latter case (h), recovery is only possible if environmental
conditions are mitigated such that the critical proportion
returns to below 0.5.

(Fig. 4. Continued)
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quantifying patch size disturbance in relationship to
ecosystem resilience may help inform intervention strate-
gies.

Nucleation and spatial indicators of resilience

Given the pivotal role that geometry plays in dictating
nucleation events, nucleation may also inform current
efforts to identify spatial indicators for ecosystem resili-
ence (Dai et al. 2013, van de Leemput et al. 2015, Van
Belzen et al. 2017, van de Leemput et al. 2018). Specifi-
cally, because of its relationship to the unstable equilib-
rium, the critical patch size provides a measure of the
basin of attraction of the current equilibrium. These spa-
tial indicators can be exhibited in several ways. For
instance, as environmental forcing on the current state
increases, smaller and smaller patches can initiate nucle-
ation and eventually, the alternate stable state will estab-
lish over the entire landscape. Spatial indicators of
resilience can also be exhibited by changes in behavior of
a fixed-size patch. Under increasing environmental
stress, a fixed-size patch of a current state will approach
its critical patch size. As we showed that patches closer
to the critical patch size persist longer (Box 1), it follows
that under environmental forcing patches may continue
to recover for a while but, that patch recovery time will
increase with increasing environmental perturbation.
This phenomenon is described as the critical slowing
down (Dakos et al. 2008) and has been inferred in previ-
ous model studies (Herman and Shnerb 2017, van de
Leemput et al. 2018) and experiments (Van Belzen et al.
2017). Nucleation theory enables quantitative predic-
tions of how recovery time not only depends on the cur-
rent environmental conditions, but also on the specific
size of the disturbance considered (Fig. 4; Box 1).
Although these predictions only apply to systems that
fulfill the requirements for nucleation, they may apply to
systems with spatial feedbacks where patches are still
small and far apart (Box 3).

Box.—Nucleation in ecological systems with interacting
patches.— In the current study, we focus on the role of
nucleation ecological systems with two alternate stable
states that are spatially uniform. In these systems, the
positive feedback occurs at a local scale, such as the local
interaction neighborhoods of plant species. Additionally,
the edge of a nucleating patch comprises a transient state
between one stable state and another. Previous studies
suggest that in other ecosystems, patchy landscapes are
stable states themselves that can be maintained over time
(Rietkerk et al. 2004, Rietkerk and van de Koppel 2008,
Bastiaansen et al. 2018). In these systems, the local posi-
tive feedback emerges from spatial transport processes,
such as the flow of water towards vegetation in dryland
ecosystems (Klausmeier 1999, Von Hardenberg et al.
2001, Rietkerk et al. 2002), or around vegetation in ero-
sion-prone intertidal systems (Van Wesenbeeck et al.
2008, Weerman et al. 2010). The result of such

transport-related feedback mechanisms, however, is that
it also induces effects farther away, such as depletion of
resources or increased abiotic stress outside of patches.
These impacts occurring farther away may eventually
limit patch expansion (Rietkerk et al. 2004, Siteur et al.
2014). In addition, with an increasing number of patches
on the landscape, longer-range effects also create inter-
actions between patches that affect patch dynamics and
persistence (Siteur et al. 2014, Bertolini et al. 2019, Bas-
tiaansen et al. 2020). The described nucleation process
may still be relevant for these types of systems when they
reside in a state with relatively few patches that are far
apart. Under such conditions, there may still be a critical
patch size above which the scale-dependent feedback ini-
tiates persistence and growth of patches (Reijers et al.
2019).

Nucleation can facilitate restoration

In addition to its theoretical applications, nucleation
also offers new insights into approaches for recovering
systems following catastrophic collapse. Current restora-
tion strategies often fail to address resistance thresholds
of the degraded system and as a result, these strategies
may not initiate a successful recovery process (Suding
et al. 2004, Perring et al. 2015). Promoting nucleation is
an appealing restoration strategy because it addresses
the systemic attributes of alternative stable states while
providing an accelerated predictable trajectory towards
ecological recovery (Fig. 5, Box 2). Utilizing nucleation
in a restoration context requires concentrating positive
feedback dynamics at a size larger than critical patch
size. In systems where the target site is characterized by
low environmental stress, smaller patches may be suit-
able to catalyze nucleation (Fig. 5, Box 2). Conversely,
as the environmental stress of the restoration target
increases, larger patches are needed (Fig. 5, Box 2).
However, regardless of the environmental conditions,
introduction of the desired state in the form of a patch
that exceeds the critical patch size constitutes an efficient
restoration strategy. This effectiveness stems from the
fact that after the introduction effort, the desired recov-
ery process constitutes an autogenic spread process to
dominance at the landscape scale. One requirement for
nucleation to occur is that the critical proportion of the
desired state is below 0.5 (Fig. 4), which may require
additional measures that change current environmental
conditions (Fig. 4g, h). From nucleation theory
described above, it follows that larger patches will
require smaller changes in environmental conditions
(Fig. 5, Box 2). The financial costs associated with
introducing the desired state will increase with the patch
size, and the costs of changing environmental conditions
will increase with the magnitude of change created. This
means that for a particular restoration project, an opti-
mal strategy (i.e., the introduction of patches of a partic-
ular size) can be developed that minimizes total costs
(Fig. 5, Box 2). Regardless of the specific patch size
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used, however, it should be emphasized that especially
for large-scale systems the required magnitude of change
for nucleation is much smaller than the necessary change
as expected from mean field theory (Fig. 5, Box 2).

FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND RESEARCH NEEDS

Nucleation provides a promising means to incorporate
local-scale positive feedback and patch dynamics into
the alternate stable states framework with the potential
to inform ecological theory, ecosystem conservation,
and restoration. However, nucleation is only relevant to
systems that meet the three conditions we identified:
local-scale positive feedback, local dispersal, and diffu-
sive spread in multiple dimensions. Confirming these
conditions for candidate systems and defining their
mechanistic components as related to nucleation, are
major research goals.
Field observations can be used to identify candidate

ecosystems for nucleation. When conditions for nucle-
ation are met, systems are likely to exhibit extensive
patches in divergent states, with relatively sharp bound-
aries between them (Fig. 5, Wilson and Agnew 1992,
van de Koppel et al. 2001, Molofsky et al. 2001, Scheffer
and Carpenter 2003, Eppinga et al. 2009b). Although
such observations are consistent with the presence of a
local positive feedback, patchy ecosystem states can also
be the result of other mechanisms that are not necessar-
ily linked to alternate stable states (Box 3, van de Kop-
pel and Crain 2006). To decipher between such systems,
one could experimentally test for the occurrence of local
positive feedback. For example, the plant–soil feedback

approach discussed above provides a means to use pot
experiments as a test for the existence of an unstable
equilibrium point, and the critical proportions of plant
species at this equilibrium (Bever et al. 1997, Bauer et al.
2015). This approach can be generalized to other types
of competitive interactions (Eppinga et al. ). Another
experimental approach would be to test for the diver-
gence of ecosystem states. Here, one could implement
experimental units at different initial proportions to test
whether their trajectories diverge over the course of the
experiment (Gilpin et al. 1986, Drake 1991, Chase 2003,
Scheffer and Carpenter 2003, Koziol and Bever 2019).
This type of approach is not new, but given the attention
in the literature to alternate stable states and its potential
implications, the number of performed experiments of
this type seems relatively rare which, was also the case
for the candidate systems identified in this study
(Table 1, Schr€oder et al. 2005).
In addition, predictions about nucleation would

require an understanding of the spatial geometry that
dictates local positive feedback dynamics. This includes
the local interaction neighborhood and critical patch
size. Empirical quantification of the local interaction
neighborhood is both challenging and demanding
(Ruckelshaus et al. 1997, Stoll and Weiner 2000, Epp-
stein and Molofsky 2007, Middleton et al. 2015). How-
ever, the work presented here suggests that this step can
be circumvented within the context of ecological restora-
tion research. Based on the type of organisms involved,
reasonable estimates for interaction neighborhoods can
be readily made (e.g., 100–101 cm for mosses and small
plants such as Arabidopsis thaliana, 101– 102 cm for

FIG. 5. Illustrating the use of nucleation theory in ecosystem restoration as described in Box 2. (a) The model introduced in
Box 1 can be parameterized to represent an environmental stress gradient, with higher stress levels increasing the restoration barrier
that needs to be overcome (parameter an decreases from 5 (low environmental stress) to 0 (high environmental stress) along the x-
axis; other parameters as in Fig. 3). (b) For a given amount of propagules introduced, the environmental stress level needs to be
reduced less if these propagules are introduced in a circular patch, as compared to distributing these propagules randomly. Note
that randomly distributing the propagules forming a patch of radius r or 2r does not lead to recovery along the environmental stress
gradient shown. (c) Although effective restoration strategies will depend on site-specific costs associated with reducing environmen-
tal stress, and introducing propagules, nucleation theory robustly predicts that introducing patches of intermediate sizes comprise
the most effective strategy. In the graph, the effort needed to reduce environmental stress (red dashed line) is rescaled, by setting the
effort needed when introducing a patch of r/4 (which requires increasing parameter ai from 0 to 9.55) to 1. Similarly, the effort
needed to introduce the amount of propagules (blue dotted line) is rescaled, by setting the effort needed when introducing a patch
of 5r (i.e., covering an area of 25r2) to 1. For simplicity, we define a metric for restoration efficiency as: 1-EffortSTRESS-EffortINTRO,
rescaling the optimal solution to a value of 1 (black line).
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grasses, and 102–104 cm for large trees; Schneider et al.
2006, van de Koppel and Crain 2006, Robroek et al.
2009b, Johnson et al. 2012). As we demonstrated with
the plant–soil feedback example, even a broad estimate
of the local interaction neighborhood, together with an
estimate of the critical proportion, provides a useful
range for the system’s critical patch size for nucleation.
Thus, a strong experimental test for nucleation would be
to introduce patches of varying sizes into a degraded
ecosystem. Given an estimated radius of the local inter-
action neighborhood r, introducing patches with radii
ranging from R = 0.2r to R = 2r, almost completely cov-
ers the theoretically relevant range for nucleation studies
(Table 2). In such experiments, including a range of
smaller-sized patches is important, as the strongest
change in patch curvature occurs between 0.2r to 0.5r
(Fig. 3, Table 2). If nucleation occurs, patches below the
critical patch size will decrease over time, whereas
patches above the critical patch size will increase. As the
latter type of outcome would entail a successful restora-
tion strategy, this type of experiment would be of direct
practical value. Importantly, one could also manipulate
the curvature of noncircular patch to test rates of move-
ment on the boarder akin to predictions in Fig. 2. This
would further our understanding about the geometrical
underpinnings of nucleation.
The proposed approach is in an expansion of previous

studies showing divergent dynamics of small versus large
patches (Robroek et al. 2009b, Vercken et al. 2011,
Angelini and Silliman 2012, Silliman et al. 2015, Max-
well et al. 2017), which provides a critical test of nucle-
ation processes. However, the number of patch sizes
considered in these previous studies was rather limited
as compared to the set proposed in Table 2, and not
explicitly linked to an estimated spatial scale of opera-
tion for local positive feedback. In other words, the
smaller the initial size difference between diverging
patches, the stronger the evidence for a critical patch

size, which could provide a key to efficient restoration
strategies (Table 1, Fig. 5, Box 2). A final empirical test
of nucleation could then be obtained by monitoring the
persistence of the introduced state at the center of the
introduced patches. If the introduced patch is truly an
alternate stable state of the system, it should be able to
maintain itself for many generations (e.g., Schr€oder et al.
2005).

CONCLUSION: THE PROMISE OF NUCLEATION

Uniting nucleation with alterative stable states theory
provides a promising means to address ecosystem recov-
ery impeded by a failure to overcome hysteresis (Suding
et al. 2004, Perring et al. 2015). As anthropogenic
demands and climate change continue to pressure
ecosystems, strategies for predictable recovery are
needed to ensure viable, functioning systems. Nucleation
theory provides a framework to understand transitions
between alternative stable states for systems character-
ized by local-scale positive feedback. The identified con-
ditions for nucleation are likely met within a variety of
ecological systems. For these systems, geometric analyses
of spatial dynamics can be used to derive the critical
patch size for initiation of nucleation and spatial spread.
Additionally, we have argued that for systems in which
positive feedbacks operate on a local scale, the process
of nucleation can short circuit restoration barriers and
facilitate rapid recovery. Nucleation links deterministic
spatial dynamics to alternative stable states theory while
at the same time offering up a viable blueprint for
ecosystem recovery and monitoring ecosystem resilience
in a changing world.
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